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ASB considers amending campus smoking laws
BY MARY KELLEY ZELESKEY
marykelleyzeleskey@gmail.com

Members of the Associated Student Body cabinet have begun the
discussion of amending the university’s smoking laws.
There are 38 designated smoking areas around campus, which
are enforced by the University Police Department, to help protect
non-smokers from secondhand
smoke. These areas first came
about in 2007.
However, these designated areas
are not always used appropriately.
Over the past two and half years,
UPD has given out approximately
250 tobacco citations.
The university’s tobacco policy,
created in 2009, allows UPD to
give out citations that come attached with a $25 fine.
ASB President Taylor McGraw
helped write part of the legislation
passed by the ASB Senate to remove the designated smoking area
by the Union Catalpa tree.
“My cabinet is also very much
behind this action,” McGraw said.
“I’ve spoken to members of the
administration about the issue and
hope it is resolved soon.”
Tobacco is the leading cause of
preventable death in the United
States, according to the U.S. Center for Disease Control and Prevention.
Tobaccofreekids.org claims that
tobacco kills more than 400,000
people a year and costs the U.S.

more than $96 billion in health
care.
Secondhand smoke is also an issue that has concerned non-smokers. Every year, the U.S. spends
roughly $4.98 billion on people
with secondhand smoke exposure.
Although some people may not
think twice about being exposed
to it, approximately 50,000 nonsmoking adults die from secondhand smoke annually.
“I think smoking is a horrible
thing; I think it is poisonous,” said
Michael Jaques, a junior classics
and history major. “Emphatically
it kills you, but it is a personal decision that everyone gets to make.”
Some universities in the SEC,
including the Universities of
Florida, Arkansas and Kentucky,
have recently become completely
tobacco-free campuses.
At Louisiana State University,
smoking has not been completely
banned. However, LSU does have
a strict prohibition on smoking in
Tiger Stadium or in any entrance
of a building on campus.
While smokers are not allowed
to stand directly in front of a
building’s entrance, they are still
concerned with the smoke entering through the doors when they
are open.
This can expose students, faculty and employees who work on
the ground floor of the building
to secondhand smoke for several
See SMOKING, PAGE 6
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Students sit under the Northern Catalpa by the Student Union and smoke between classes. ASB is considering amending the university’s
smoking laws and making the area smoke-free.

Campus for Clean Energy ready to campaign for Ole Miss Green Fund
BY WILL BEDWELL
williambbedwell@gmail.com

Campus for Clean Energy is
group of students collaborating to
make Ole Miss a self-sustainable
campus by campaigning for a
green fund.
This past weekend, members
of the group traveled to Roosevelt
State Park to attend the Mississippi Alumni and Students for
Sustainability
Environmental
Summit. The group met with
other students across the state and

inside

discussed their campuses going
green.
The hot topic of this summit
was the recent success of Mississippi State University’s student
green fund vote and Ole Miss’s
plan to have its own.
“(MSU) just had their vote on
Sept. 6,” said Zachary Jarjoura, a
graduate sociology student.
“So it was really good to get
advice and campaign tips from
them.”
The green fund at MSU saw
more than 3,500 students vote,
the largest election turnout ever at
the university, of which 72 percent
were in favor of the green fund.

UM Choral Department aims
to teach musical
roots
P. 7

Now that MSU’s green fund
has student support, Liz Kazal, a
senior environmental geoscience
major at MSU, said the plan is to
get the fund approved by the student government and the university administration so it can be put
into place next year.
A green fund is a $5-$12 fee
added to students’ tuition that
would be used to fund sustainability programs on campus. The
programs would fund energyefficient lighting, retrofitting old
buildings to be more energy efficient, investing in renewable energy and putting on-site energy
generation technology, including

solar panels on campus.
These projects will in turn help
the university save thousands of
dollars and allow students, faculty
and staff to be directly involved
in the decision-making process
through the formation of a Green
Fund Committee.
Another idea the club hopes
to pursue if the green fund is approved is the allocation of some
of the fund to the Green Power
Switch Program of the Tennessee
Valley Authority. This program
would provide clean energy from
renewable sources produced in
the Southeast instead of fossil fuels and would make the university

CBS Sports’ Bruce
Feldman weighs in
on Ole Miss
P. 11

an official Environmental Protection Agency Power Partner.
This will not only save money
on energy, but will also reduce
carbon emissions.
MSU plans to put the green
fund in place and then use it to buy
into the TVA Power Switch and
invest in energy-efficient products
on campus and in on-site generation projects, so the university can
make a portion of its own power.
The green fund will be modeled
after those of other schools that already have green funds in place.
“There are definitely univerSee GREEN, PAGE 6

Pomeranz off to
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BY JOSH CLARK
@dm_toons

Restricting votes, one person at a time
BY JAY NOGAMI
jaynog11@gmail.com

There has been a national
movement to create stricter
laws when it comes to voting.
This is being brought to Mississippi by the Mississippi Voter Identification Amendment,
Initiative 27, which will be up
for a vote this November.
Recent attempts by Republicans to reel in so-called
voter fraud are nothing more
than attempts to allow as few

people as possible the right to
vote.
The voter identification initiative would require anyone
who wants to vote in an election to present governmentissued photo identification.
If everyone had government-issued photo identification, this might be well and
good. But, nationwide, 10
percent of United States citizens do not have photo identification.
This number is higher

among blacks and young voters, at 25 percent and 18 percent, respectively.
‘Coincidentally’
enough,
these are the very same demographics who turned out in
droves in 2008 to elect President Barack Obama.
This initiative directly violates the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, a landmark national
legislation that prohibits states
from a “voting qualification or
prerequisite to voting, or standard, practice or procedure ...
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create a barrier to voting. To
obtain a Mississippi photo ID,
you must present a proof of
residency ranging from water
bills to vehicle registration receipts.
Of course, these are items
that are currently perfectly
acceptable as forms of identification to vote in an election.
So, you have just as stringent
rules, but more hoops to jump
through.
See VOTES, PAGE 4
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
The new theme for this semester would definitely be parking on
campus.
Parking has sparked a wildfire
that has surpassed even football
and the dislike of the new mascot.
With a little media attention,
students’ curiosity has seemingly
turned into anger.
Recently, The DM reported
that the university sold more decals than there were actual parking spots available. This is true,
and dislike for this is respected
and definitely understood.
Students have the right to voice
their opinions, whether in approval or disapproval.
However, students don’t have
the right to come to Parking Services and verbally harass student
workers. It is highly disrespectful
and shouldn’t be allowed in any
circumstance.
As an employee of Parking Services, I realize how difficult things
are, seeing as I am also a student.
We don’t get any special privileges. We don’t get any discounts
on those newly-raised $75 decals,
and we have to park in the same
places.
If someone has problems with
parking, there are several things
they can do.
1. They can simply adjust.
I put this as the first option because it is one that they will likely
have to do anyway. Get to campus earlier, park and be in class on
time.
Getting to campus late will land
you in an illegal parking place
with a nice white ticket; trust me
on that one.
2. Blame the university and not
just Parking Services.
The fact is that parking has
never been perfect here, and,
honestly, it never will be.
Some can make the ridiculous
suggestion of a parking garage all
they want, but that will not solve
anything.
As long as Ole Miss keeps accepting any and everybody, there
will be issues.
Go run in Dr. Jones’ office and
yell at him or go chant F-bombs
at the registrar’s office.
In essence, we are all worrying
about the wrong things. We are all
students, and we shouldn’t have
to be worrying about parking.
Those of us who have decals
should know where to park, and
that’s simply the end of that.
Let’s just go to class and worry
about grades like students are
supposed to.
I don’t want the brightness in
my days interrupted by angry students who think they can make it
better by throwing verbal nastiness at me.
I am just a student, and I would
like for that to be understood and
respected from time to time.
This is to all the geniuses who
park illegally and blame us for it.

Terrance Smith
Senior, broadcast journalism
major
Parking Services student worker
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
Mr. White’s column on Sept. 20,
“High rollers should be taxed,
too.”
In his column he makes several
interesting claims that he justifies
by asserting his own intelligence.
First, he claims raising taxes on
the “super rich” will decrease the
debt crisis in this country. While
this would increase government
income through tax revenue, it is
important to understand that the
“super rich” already pay an inordinate amount to the federal government in personal income tax.
In 2008, according to the National Taxpayers Union (ntu.org),
the top 10 percent of earners paid
69.94 percent of the total revenue
collected by the United States in
personal income tax.
The bottom 50 percent paid
2.7 percent in the same year.
We are already taxing the “super rich;” increasing their taxes
would just place more of the burden on those already tasked with
the greatest responsibility for paying off our debt.
Secondly, he attempts to refute
the idea that increasing taxes will
raise prices.
Mr. White believes that goods
produced by small businesses,
which have a lower corporate tax
rate, would sell for less than goods

produced by larger corporations.
While this makes sense in a
closed economic system, we live
in the epoch of the world economy.
For the last several weeks, NBC
Nightly News has been reporting on corporations moving their
headquarters to countries like
Switzerland with much lower
corporate tax rates. Increasing
corporate taxes would only exacerbate this exodus and result
in a net decrease in collected revenues.
Finally, Mr. White makes the

ridiculous straw-man claim that
without taxes the countries would
have no roads, museums or libraries, and people would be dying in
the streets due to the decreased
funding to medical research.
This is absurdly hyperbolic in
nature and completely irrelevant
because we have taxes. Mr. White
is the only person making arguments based on a country without taxes.
Raising taxes on the wealthy
would only put more burdens on
the same sector of society already
paying the most.

Increasing taxes on corporations will do more to drive them
away than foster competition and
will result in a net decrease in tax
revenue, and the claim that somehow not increasing taxes will
cause roads to crumble, museums
and libraries to close and the mortality rate to spike are ludicrous.
Raising taxes on the wealthy is
not the answer to America’s current economic situation.
Eric Duke
History and classics doublemajor

volunteer traditions
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The execution of Troy Davis
BY BRITTANY SHARKEY
brittsharkey@gmail.com

Troy Davis is dead, gone
and never coming back as of
Tuesday night at 10:08 p.m.,
Central Standard Time.
The Georgia State Board of
Pardons and Paroles refused
him clemency in a last bid for
a stay of execution Tuesday
morning.
The U.S. Supreme Court
even rejected a last-ditch request to stay Davis’s execution
late Wednesday night.
Either way, the saga of Davis not only highlights this
country’s complex and often
conflicting views of the death
penalty, but it also shows just
how deeply flawed the death
penalty system is.
Davis faced execution for

the 1989 shooting of Mark
Macphail, an off-duty Savannah police officer.
He was originally convicted and sentenced to death in
1991. However, in the intervening years, seven of nine
witnesses recanted or altered
their testimonies, claiming
that they felt pressured by
the police to implicate Davis
in the crime. There was also
no physical evidence linking
Davis to the crime, and the
murder weapon was never recovered.
The standard for proving the
accused guilty of a crime was
beyond a reasonable doubt.
However, once someone has
been found guilty, convicted
and sentenced to death and
the mandatory appeals process has not overturned the
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sentence, the accused then
bears the burden of proving
their complete innocence.
While there are many questions about what happened
the night Officer Macphail
was shot, it seems as if there’s
a significant amount of doubt
as to whether or not Davis was
the one who pulled the trigger.
In theory, the one avenue
that was left to Davis was executive clemency, which is the
dramatic moment when the
governor calls in at the last
moment to prevent the execution. In the current death
penalty system, the power of
executive clemency is meant
to act as a fail-safe to ensure
that when the courts do not
prevent an execution, the executive branch has the potential to pardon. However, the
one fail-safe left to Davis did
not apply to him, as Georgia
is one of three states in which
the governor does not have
the power of executive clemency.
This was not the first time
Davis has come perilously
close to execution.
In fact, Wednesday was his
fourth scheduled execution,
the previous ones only being
stopped hours or even ninety
minutes before they were to
be carried out.
How is that not cruel and

unusual punishment? The
Supreme Court has already
ruled that the death penalty
does not meet the standard
of cruel and unusual punishment, a right protected by
the Eighth Amendment. But
surely scheduling a man to die
on four separate occasions,
saying goodbye to his family,
making peace with his God
and eating his last meal four
separate times must meet the
requirement of cruel and unusual punishment, or at least
it should offend some notion
of human dignity.
The multiple execution
dates also call into question
the idea of certainty.
Davis had been scheduled to
die three pervious times, yet
some amount of uncertainty
led to those executions to be
stayed each time.
The death penalty is the
only permanent punishment.
Someone can be exonerated
and released from prison. But
the last time I checked, only
one person has come back after an execution and his name
was Jesus Christ.
The criminal justice system
gets it wrong, and it gets it
wrong a lot.
Since 1976, this country has
executed 1,267 people. In that
same time, 138 people have
been released from death row
and exonerated after review

of the evidence against them,
and 268 people were granted
clemency for humanitarian
reasons or doubt about their
guilt.
At least 10 people since 1976
have been executed amidst serious doubt about their guilt,
or evidence has since emerged
that could potentially exonerate them.
While errors occur in the
criminal justice system all the
time, people do make mistakes, in the case of something as permanent as the
death penalty, those numbers
of uncertainty and exoneration are high.
The execution of Davis is a
failure of the criminal justice
system. From the lack of actual evidence, to the changing
witness testimonies, to the numerous previous stayed executions and the lack of the failsafe of executive clemency,
there was no way justice could
be done.
While it is too late for Davis, perhaps his execution
will serve as the catalyst for a
much needed revaluation of
the death penalty system in
this country.

VOTES,

The other two cases I found
were problems with absentee
ballots. Again, nothing that
mandating photo identification at polling sites can fix.
If voter fraud is so rampant
in Mississippi, where is the evidence of this? If it is so easy
for people to go in and vote
fraudulently, people would be
caught doing it more often.
In reality, this is just another
political ploy by Republicans.
When the Republican Party
saw that new voters voted in
favor of President Obama at
rates of nearly 70 percent,
they were rightfully scared.
In 2010, when voter turnout was much, much lower,
Republicans swung the House
and took seats back in the
Senate.

It is in the best interest of
the Republican Party to prevent as many people as possible from voting.
Largely, the people who
won’t have photo identification in Mississippi will be the
poor. And in Mississippi, 44
percent of blacks live in poverty.
There are huge claims of
voter fraud in Mississippi but
very little evidence to support
that. Can this really be just a
strange coincidence?
I’ll let you decide for yourself — assuming you jump
through the right hoops.

continued from page 2

The push for the voter identification amendment has
come largely on the back of
supposedly rampant voter
fraud throughout Mississippi
and the U.S. Yet, in looking for
cases of voter fraud in the past
few years, I found few cases.
The first consisted of four
people charged with voter
fraud in 2007. But they weren’t
attempting to walk into a polling site and vote using another
person’s name; they were accused of vote selling.
No amount of required
identification can prevent
bribery.
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Union Late-Night may shut down
BY CAMILLE MULLINS
cmullins@olemiss.edu

PETRE THOMAS | The Daily Mississippian
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TOP: Ryan Smith, Garrett Fergeson, and Loren Newsom scream at a Northwestern volleyball player as she serves during the Magnolia
Invitational. BOTTOM LEFT: Fans cheer during the Ole Miss at Vanderbilt game on Saturday, Sept. 17. BOTTOM RIGHT: Brittnay Bozeman
and April Cameron cheer Hotty Toddy during the Arkansas- Little Rock game.

Black Student Union reaches out
BY JOE SCOTT
jwscott1.olemiss@gmail.com

This week brings a declaration
from the Black Student Union
— “I am BSU.”
The University of Mississippi
organization has been running
events this week designed to
promote knowledge about BSU
and to further its organizational
motto of “Bridging the Gap,
Embracing the Culture.”
“This week has been about
shedding light on the fact that
the BSU is for everybody,” said
Tirranny Nettles, public relations coordinator.
“Anybody is free to join. We
are really wanting our activities
this week to show everyone all of
the things we do for the community, all the ways we really try to
help the students and how we try
to promote all minorities.”
The week has included presentation tables in the Student
Union on Monday and Tuesday,
a letter-writing event to Mississippi veterans on Tuesday eve-

ning and a faculty “meet and
greet” luncheon held on Sept.
21 in Bryant Hall.
The luncheon featured Ole
Miss faculty who have made a
noticeable and positive difference in the lives of students. Two
faculty members were chosen by
each of the BSU’s 14 cabinet
members, bringing a total of
28 faculty members to the luncheon.
The week continues today with
an “I Am BSU” presentation
and Union Unplugged hosted
with the National Pan-Hellenic
Council in the Union Plaza, including music and dancing. The
BSU will finish up this week with
Groovin’ in the Grove on Saturday after the game and with attendance at Sunday’s service at
Clear Creek Missionary Baptist
Church with Reverend Eddie
Goliday Sr.
“This has been the students,
and they have already shown
that they are dedicated to the
BSU and to help minority students of the university,” said Val
Ross, BSU advisor and assistant

dean of students. “And as an advisor I am really proud.”
The BSU has a long history
with Ole Miss. It was established
in 1968 by a group of minority
students to provide opportunities
for black awareness and to unify
and maintain the black identity.
BSU is an organization known
for its influence in much of Ole
Miss’ programs and for being
the “umbrella” over nearly all
minority-related activities of the
university.
“If nothing (else), we are wanting to be a help to any student
interested,” BSU vice president
Lauren Wright said. “We meet
every first Tuesday of the month
in Union 417 and have so many
activities to participate in every
week, including tutoring, community service events and whatever else we post on the board
outside of our door.”
If you are interested in the
BSU, visit their office in Union
417, find them on Facebook as
Ole Miss Black Student Union
or just follow them on twitter @
OlemissBSU1.

The Student Union has always been the place to meet
friends, hold meetings and,
of course, fight to the death
for food at noon. What few
seem to know, however, is that
it is also a late-night campus
hangout.
Late Night Union was first
tried two years ago, and now
Ole Miss Dining Services has
decided to relaunch it this
year under the suggestion of
the Associated Student Body.
The program may not be
long-lived, as Dining Services is considering stopping it
completely, said Katie Smith,
ASB deputy chief of staff.
Late Night Union is offered
Thursday and Friday nights
between 11 p.m. and 2 a.m.
During those times, Tokyo’s,
Burger Studio and Subway
are open in the Union food
court.
Smith said the university offers the program strictly for
the student body.
“Ole Miss stays up late and
this provides students with a
place to go,” she said.
Smith pointed out how accessible Late Night Union is

for students who live on campus, especially those without
transportation.
“Some students don’t have
cars; this way they can get
food late at night on the weekends without having to leave
campus,” Smith said. “Even
if you live off campus, it is so
easy to swing by the Union
and grab a late-night snack.”
The attendance at Union
Late Night this past semester
was varied from slim-to-none,
and it is becoming difficult for
Dining Services to find reasons to keep it open, Smith
said.
Smith added that if the
Union continues to stay open
at night, entertainment options may be offered for students.
If more students don’t attend, the restaurants will lose
money and be forced to close,
said Joshua Halliday, marketing programs manager of Aramark in Oxford, said.
“At the end of the day, we
look at what we can do to enhance the students’ experience
here on campus and make sure
that we are working to provide
the best program that we can
using the resources that we
have,” Halliday said.
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The Union to get $5,000 worth of paintings and pictures
BY BRADLEY BOLEWARE
bdbolew1@gmail.com

The ASB is set to give the Student Union a makeover in the
form of pictures and artwork
from the University of Mississippi
and its students.
Tyler Biggs, associated student
body director of facilities and
transfer students, said the topic of
getting a new Union has been on

everyone’s minds for years now.
“With the current economy,
that’s just going to be a little while
before that happens,” the senior
political science major said.
With the idea of a new Union
on hold until better economic
times, the ASB and the university
are looking for ways to “spruce
up” the Union to make it easier
on the eyes.
The walls in the Union are al-
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BRAZILIAN BLOWOUTS
waxing • pedicures • manicures

most bare in the lounge area and
upstairs there’s wood paneling as
far as the eye can see.
“I haven’t really noticed anything that caught my eye,” Justin
Kitchens, a junior managerial
finance major, said. “I guess it’s
pretty plain.”
According to Biggs, the ASB
has secured $5,000 from Student
Affairs to display pictures and
paintings of Ole Miss on the walls
of the Union.
“We’re just trying to bring life to
the Union because it’s such a focal
point for everyone,” Biggs said.
“There are smaller projects that
we can do that are really going to
rejuvenate the Union — bring it

more to life.”
Biggs said the university has a
large variety of pictures of the student body and that not only pictures of students are going on the
walls, but also pictures of events,
football games and the Grove.
Nothing is certain, but the ASB
is considering working with the art
department to hold a competition
for students to create paintings related to the university.
“I think it would be really neat
to have student murals showcasing Mississippi artwork,” Stormie
McClelland, a senior theatre and
design technology major, said.
The idea of renovating the
Union is only a few weeks old, so

the project is still in the early stages of completion.
Biggs said they are just going
through the proper procedures
right now and the ASB hopes
to have the Union art up before
Christmas or right after, at the latest.
If any Ole Miss student is interested in helping with any aspect of
the Union’s renovation, especially
the placement of artwork, e-mail
Biggs at jtbiggs@olemiss.edu.
“The one thing that I was hoping is that we could all leave our
mark on the university,” Biggs
said.
“That way when we come back
we can show our kids.”

SMOKING,

continued from page 1

hours a day.
“I don’t think people who
choose to smoke should be made
to feel like criminals and have to
go to the ends of campus to have a
cigarette,” Jaques said. “They are
here to study just like everybody
else.”
The University of Alabama is
making its way toward becoming a
healthier smoke-free campus, with
a policy that discourages smoking
within 30 feet of any building on
campus.
Even though these schools have
not banned on-campus smoking
entirely, many SEC schools are
working toward healthier environments for students and faculty.
“I am not against (smoking) because everyone has their freedom
to do it, but it bothers me sometimes when the smell gets stuck on
my clothes or the smoke goes right
into my face when I am walking
to class,” Camila Pareja, a junior

QUENTIN WINSTINE | The Daily Mississippian

Students stop in the circle to smoke between classes. UPD is able to write citations for $25
for not smoking outside of the designated smoking areas.

theater major, said.
According to the American
Lung Association website, there
are 250 colleges and universities
in the U.S. that prohibit smoking
anywhere on campus.
There are many mixed feelings
on this discussion, and the members of the ASB are still in the process of making a final decision.
“I know some other SEC
schools have gone completely to-

PHOTO COURTESY HAILEY HAWKINS

Campus for Clean Energy students are working toward making Ole Miss a self-sustainable
campus.

GREEN,

continued from page 1

sities out there that have a very
proactive stance on sustainability,
especially those in the South with
Green Funds,” Kazal said. “The
University of Tennessee at Knoxville has had a green fund for
going on 10 years now, and they
have so many products that have
come out of that.”
Products include a completely
renovated building refitted with

energy-efficient insulation and
lighting and a small-scale wind
turbine located on campus.
Green funds are growing in
popularity on campuses across the
nation. Kazal finds it extremely
exciting to be in college as green
funds are being founded.
“We are in a historical time
where there (are) these sustainability initiatives and students mobilizing to bring (every clean policy
possible) to their campuses,” Kazal said.
Jarjoura helped take a group
from Ole Miss to the summit and

bacco free,” McGraw said.
“I’ve reached out to the student
body president at Arkansas, where
they have been smoke-free for a
year, just to see how it was working.
He said it has been pretty effective but that enforcement remains difficult. When the Senate
convenes in September, I’ll be interested to see if they take up this
issue.”
was impressed by how many students CCE brought.
“I was really motivated due to
the fact that we had 12 people
from Ole Miss come, and five of
those were really fresh, new faces
that had not been involved with
Campus for Clean Energy before,” Jarjoura said.
CCE hopes to apply what it
gained from the event throughout
this month and the next, leading
up to the campus’ green fund
vote.
The group will be hosting a
campus-wide vote to hear students’ opinions on the green fund
starting Monday, Oct. 24 and
ending Friday, Oct. 28. Students
will be able to vote through their
MyOleMiss web accounts.
CCE member Taylor Cook, a
junior liberal studies major, thinks
it is awesome that MSU had so
much support for their green fund
and hopes that Ole Miss can do
the same or even better with their
vote in October.
“We can’t let MSU be the only
school in Mississippi with a green
fund,” Cook said.
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UM Choral Department aims to teach musical roots

PETRE THOMAS | The Daily Mississippian

Members of the Ole Miss Men’s Glee sing the National Anthem before the Southern Illinois game.

BY CASEY HOLLIDAY
cahollid@olemiss.edu

It is time to stop singing in
the shower and sing for real.
Donald Trott, director of
choral activities, thinks anyone
with a voice should be heard.
“You do not have to be a music major or anything like that
to participate in the choirs,” he

said.
The choral program at Ole
Miss is made up of Concert
Singers, Women’s Glee, Men’s
Glee, Women’s Ensemble and
University Chorus, which is
the Men’s and Women’s Glee
combined.
Do not be expecting Lady
GaGa, though, this is not the
“Glee” you see on television

Tuesday night.
“We definitely avoid show
choir,” Trott said. “It is not that
I hate modern music, but there
is a body of repertoire that we
have to have our students experience, and over their four
years here, (they have to) walk
away having experienced a
wide variety that is varied in
several ways.

South Carolina musician and Oxford native

join forces to play at The Lyric and Levee
BY ELLIE TURNER
eeturne1@olemiss.edu

Mac Leaphart, a Greenville,
S.C., native grew up around
Kris Kristofferson, Willie Nelson and other outlaw country
singers whom his dad turned
his ear toward.
His dad’s love for music was
passed on to Leaphart as he
started playing the piano in
sixth grade and moved to guitar shortly after.
As the years went by,
Leaphart found himself in all
types of venues playing music
whenever he got the chance.
On one particular night in
South Carolina, Leaphart met
Reid Stone, former Ole Miss
student and member of the
Guilt Ridden Troubadores.
Leaphart showed up at a local
spot to perform at a Beatles versus Rolling Stones event. After
meeting Stone and realizing
neither had a full permanent
band, they started borrowing
bandmates when and where
they needed. This led to the
two bands joining forces and
playing together for a while.
Leaphart wants to keep his
individual sound, which in his
opinion has more of a country

singer/songwriter sound, so the
bands never completely combined, but their current tour
in the Southeast features both.
Having two set lists to choose
from makes for a diverse show
and gives the crowd a little variety, so Leaphart and Stone
think the joint tour is best.
Leaphart said he and his
band feed off the energy of
their audience. He goes further to say that sometimes the
crowd doesn’t get into the music as much as he would like,
but writing music and playing
it in front of people is what he
loves to do.
Another aspect of his career
Leaphart loves is hitting the
road with friends.
As they arrive in Oxford,
Leaphart will probably be
wearing a T-shirt representing the University of Georgia
because he grew up loving the
team and even wrote a song
about football Saturdays in
Athens called “White Shoes,
Silver Britches.”
He and Stone actually decided a year ago that they wanted to travel to Oxford on this
particular weekend since the
game was between their favorite teams.

The two musicians already
have a bet in place, which will
require the one in favor of
the losing team to wear a tshirt representing the winning
team.
Leaphart does insist, however, that either way he still loves
Oxford and Colonel Reb.
“It is not that big of a deal
to me because last time I was
in Oxford, I bought a Colonel
Reb t-shirt,” Leaphart said. “I
do support the Colonel and I
wear it all the time.”
Leaphart’s song “Confederate Roses” was formed from
hearing the term that refers to
a hibiscus flower, and now the
song is played regularly on a
Charleston radio station.
The Southeastern tour that
he and The Guilt Ridden
Troubadores are on right now
is an effort to capture a wider
audience.
“Just enjoy it and have fun,”
Leaphart said. “Come back
and see us. That’s the whole
point.”
On Wednesday, Sept. 22,
Mac Leaphart and the Guilt
Ridden Troubadores stop in
Oxford to play at The Library
then return Friday to play at
The Levee.

“We want the majors to walk
away with that repertoire because they’re going to try to
recreate it on their own, but we
want everyone to experience (it)
because a variety is healthy.”
That repertoire ranges from
orchestral works, like Messiah
works and Bach/Beethoven, to
unaccompanied works (which
includes limited instruments,
piano-only and a capella) like
anthems and motets.
“We don’t have to work hard
to expose the students to modern music; it’s all around us,”
Trott said. “We have to work to
expose them to Bach. My job is
to educate what is valuable.”
To truly grasp music, you
need to have a sense of its evolution, Trott said.
“To know how music is in
2011, you need to know how
it was in the past,” Trott said.
“I have a much greater appreciation for contemporary music because I have spent time
studying how it evolved.”
The students in the choirs are
just as passionate about music
as Trott.
“When you come to campus
as a freshmen, it’s a really scary
thing, as you do not know anyone and the campus feels so
big,” Kristin Leaptrott, a freshman music minor, said. “Being
in Women’s Glee and Concert
Singers has allowed me to meet
tons of people. I have gotten

some really close friends and
honestly, without it, I probably
would not have any friends
right now.
“Every day I get to sing with
some of the most talented people I have ever met, and it is an
absolute joy.”
Students across all disciplines
are welcome and encouraged
to audition.
“I have no operatic performance voice, but I love to sing
as part of a group,” Andrew
Matrick, a junior biochemistry
major, said.
“The pieces we sing are
unique and challenging,” he
said.
“I think one of the best things
about choir is experiencing our
sound as we perform. When a
piece comes together, our harmony and intensity are incredible things to be a part of.”
The best part is that all of the
choirs are for-credit courses, so
students can earn an hour of
credit for participating.
The next Oxford performance will be Women’s Glee
performing the national anthem at the Ole Miss vs. Alabama football game. A full
performance schedule can be
found at the Ole Miss Choral
Activities website.
Contact the Office of Choral
Activities at 662-915-5115 or
by e-mail at choirs@olemiss.
edu, for more information.
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Ole Miss athletics takes proactive approach to social media
BY MATTHEW A. MOORE
mamoore2@olemiss.edu

As Twitter usage becomes
more widespread among studentathletes, athletic departments
across the country are coming to
an agreement — Twitter is the
devil.
First banned last year at Boise
State by head football coach
Chris Petersen, several other
programs around the country, including Kansas, South Carolina,
St. John’s, Villanova and Mississippi State, have all decided to
pull the plug on the social media
website.
Twitter has become such a potentially flammable communication tool that these programs and
others have decided to take away
the metaphorical matches before any fires can be started. Or
in Mississippi State’s case, before
any more fires can be started.
Mississippi State head basketball coach Rick Stansbury dismissed then-freshman basketball
player D.J. Gardner earlier this
year for illicit tweets critical of the
coach’s decision to redshirt him.
The University of Mississippi
also has a Twitter-related incident to its name. Freshman linebacker C.J. Johnson decided to
take down his Twitter account
this summer after some questionable tweets involving his love for
the ladies were thrust into the
media spotlight.
This begs the question: Why
*New* *
*French

doesn’t the Ole Miss athletics department ban Twitter, too?
Jamil Northcutt, assistant athletic director for internal operations, has a response.
“We’re not a reactive place,”
he said. “We want to be a proactive place.”
Northcutt said that the university athletic department recognized that social media usage
among Ole Miss athletes could
pose problems.
“When we first started doing
social media, it was all about (protecting the) image for the athletes
and their future,” he said. “Future employers Google and look
at backgrounds from a professional development standpoint.
We don’t want them to hinder
anything with future employers.”
Certain Ole Miss players have
taken this philosophy to heart.
Check junior Joel Kight’s Twitter account, @kight15. Nothing
on his account would seem problematic for an NFL future employer. On the contrary, it could
be argued that most of his tweets
are seen as uplifting.
Kight, like so many other athletes, is aware of the importance
of projecting a positive public
image.
“I just think when you’re an
athlete, being on TV and stuff,
you’re looked up to, so whatever
you put on Twitter people are
going to look at,” Kight said.
“They’re going to see what kind
of person you are. So I just try to
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put something on there. It’s really helping me, but if it’s helping
somebody else, that’s good, too.”
The athletic department teaches the importance of maintaining
a positive image to athletes who
use Twitter, but what about compliance issues regarding NCAA
rules and regulation? Northcutt
said this problem has not gone
unnoticed.
“A series of athletic directors have been dismissed at significant institutions because of
compliance issues,” Northcutt
said. “The NCAA calls it ‘lack of
institutional control.’ What you
run into are issues regarding First
Amendment rights.”
Northcutt said the athletic
department tells students to be
mindful not only of what they
post or tweet, but also what their
friends tweet or what people
they’re following tweet.
The underlying fact is that
student-athletes are young adults.
They can’t always be expected to
“think before they tweet.”
According to Kyle Campbell,
assistant athletic director for media and public relations, the athletic department has a safeguard
in place for those instances.
“We utilize a program called
UDiligence, which monitors social media accounts,” Campbell
said. “Key words trigger alerts to
select coaches and athletic staff,
who can address any offensive
items with the individual athlete.”
The UDiligence website acknowledges that it helps protect
athletic departments against
damaging social media posts,
enabling each department to address the issue before it becomes
a bigger problem for all involved.
The program monitors posts,
pictures and comments. It also
allows each school to customize how it wants to monitor its
athletic programs. UDiligence
is used at other major universities including Texas A&M, LSU,
Texas, Missouri and Louisville.
Awareness, UDiligence and
being proactive prevent schools
from making the drastic decision to ban Twitter completely. A
lot of Ole Miss student-athletes,
including senior defensive end
Kentrell Lockett, appreciate that
approach.
“I’d rather them check it than
just take it away completely,”
Lockett said. “It’s an escape for
me; it’s another way of talking
(and) it’s another way of freedom.”
Twitter undoubtedly has its
upside, but athletic departments
caution student-athletes about
its pitfalls. Northcutt informs
student-athletes that the Library
of Congress now archives every
tweet, so once something is out
there, it can’t be taken back.
“Once you hit send, it’s going
to be associated with you directly,” he said. “Not only that, but
it’s going to be associated with
this institution and our athletic
department.”

The Red & Black previews
Ole Miss-Georgia
The Daily Mississippian sports editor Austin Miller recently spoke
over the phone with the University of Georgia student newspaper’s
sports editor Nick Parker to talk Saturday’s Ole Miss-Georgia game.

Austin Miller: Talk about
the importance of Saturday’s game for both teams
and both coaches.
Nick Parker:
Mark Richt was
asked (Tuesday) at his press
conference at
12 what he
thought about
this game being
label the ‘Hot
Seat Bowl’ and he didn’t seem too
appreciative of it. You got to think
it’s an applicable moniker for this.
I think it’s a hugely important
game for both coaches.
AM: How has Georgia
looked through three games
and why is Mark Richt on
the heat seat?
NP: For Richt, it’s not just these
first two games that really got him
on the hot seat, but more of a continual regression since 2007. After
2007, Georgia was ranked preseason No. 1 in the country with
(Matthew) Stafford, Knowshon
Moreno and A.J. Green in 2008.
And Georgia got blown out by
Florida, blown out by Alabama.
It’s been a kind of a continual
regression from there. The next
year, they went 8-5 and went to the
Independence Bowl which people
were extremely upset about. Follow that with a 6-7 (season in
2009) and to lose your first two
games the very next year, Richt’s
got to be on the heat seat.
It doesn’t matter if you have
won two SEC championships, especially with the way they started.
They kind of got blown out by
Boise State, essentially at home.
Then they looked much, much
better the next week against South
Carolina, but they managed to
blow it. Before this season, (the fan
base) was split 50-50. After Georgia lost to South Carolina and
Boise State, it seems like the tide is
turning definitely against Richt.
AM: How has sophomore
quarterback Aaron Murray
progressed and matured
from his freshman year?
NP: Murray probably had a
better freshman year than the start
to his sophomore year. Last year
with A.J. Green, Murray looked
unbelievable his first four games.
And then Green came back from
suspension, (Murray) looked great
the rest of the year. This year, he
just hasn’t been as sharp and a lot
of that has to do with the offensive
line, which has definitely been the

biggest weakness on this team.
I think that’s kind of affected
Murray. Yes, he has a better running game, but it really hasn’t
helped in the passing game because Georgia doesn’t have a
great receiving corps with Green
gone. Especially the Boise State,
he wasn’t very sharp. And then in
the South Carolina game, he had
good stats except for a fumble for
a touchdown and an interception
for a touchdown, which essentially
killed Georgia.
AM: Talk about the hype
surrounding freshman running back Isaiah Crowell
and the way he has performed this season through
three games.
NP: Crowell is unreal. He deserved every bit of hype coming
in. Even when Knowshon (Moreno) was a redshirt freshman - that
first bit of excitement - he didn’t
have the explosion that Crowell
does. Crowell, in the open field, is
the best I have seen at Georgia in
at least 10 years. In the South Carolina game, Georgia got him out
in the space a lot more and had a
lot of success. The big thing with
Crowell is the offensive line giving
him holes and allow him to create.
In the Boise State game, it didn’t
really happen. I think Crowell is
the real deal. Georgia’s season
kind of hinges on him the rest of
the way because they really don’t
have a backup outside of Crowell
at running back. You look at Marcus Lattimore last year (at South
Carolina), he had a great year but
he got hurt toward the end of the
year. So that’s the biggest concern
around here. How far can Crowell take Georgia and can he stay
healthy?
AM: What is the confidence
and psyche of the team and
the expectations of the fans
for the Ole Miss game?
NP: For being 1-2, I think Georgia is feeling pretty good right now
as you can possibly feel considering (that). The game against South
Carolina, they outplayed them up
and down the field for the majority of the game. (Georgia) was
down 14-13 at halftime and that
was literally as bad as it possible
could have been. (Georgia) should
have been up two touchdown after the first half. The season hinges
on Crowell. I think they’re all excited that they finally have a legit
running back and a legit running
game, which they haven’t had in
two years.
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Thees takes first steps to rebuild softball program
BY MATT SIGLER
mcsigler@olemiss.edu

After a disappointing 2010
campaign, the Ole Miss softball
team decided to make a change at
the helm.
Enter Windy Thees, a native
of Mesa, Ariz., and Florida State
alum, but most importantly, a
coach who knows how to build a
program. She was tabbed as the
new coach on June 30.
Thees comes to Oxford from
the University of Memphis, where
she and her staff started the program in 2006 and led the Tigers
to their first NCAA Tournament
this past season. In her six years,
she compiled a 184-154 overall
record.
“We built it from the ground
up,” Thees said. “A little bit at a
time, and we finally made it to
regionals last year, which was an
amazing experience.
“I had a great experience there.
I helped build everything from the
budgets, to the travel, to helping
build the stadium.”
Before Memphis, she had been

the head softball coach and Senior Women’s Administrator at
Georgia College and State University since Fall 1999. She led
the Milledgeville, Ga., school to
a 163-92 overall record. Her best
season at GCSU came in 2003,
when she led the team to a 42-9
record and a runner-up finish in
the Division II National Championship.
Her coaching experience goes
back to being an assistant coach at
Lake City Community College in
Lake City, Fla., from 1998-99. It
was Thees’ first real coaching job
and it wasn’t what she was planning to do.
“I didn’t really look to get into
coaching,” she said. “I wanted
to get my master’s (degree), so I
took a job as an assistant coach. I
stayed there for two years and we
were No. 1 in the country both
years I was there.”
Thees has been successful
wherever she has been. However,
she has an even more challenging task at hand, turning around
a Southeastern Conference program, which plays some of the

best teams in the country.
“I don’t focus on the past,”
Thees said. “I don’t look toward
the future. I like to live in the moment, and I think if our kids can
just live in the moment, we are going to be OK.
“We don’t want to look at
what’s happened in the last few
years. That’s in the past. But we
don’t want to look too far forward
either. We want to be perfect today.”
Thees and her staff have been
working hard since their arrival
and have put together what they
think will be a successful softball
team next spring.
“It’s getting to know each of our
players currently here,” she said.
“The biggest thing we jumped on
right away was recruiting, and I
feel we have a very strong (2012)
class committed that will be signing in the fall.”
Not only has Thees been preparing for future seasons in recruiting, but her team has also
hit the field to prepare for the sixgame fall exhibition schedule.
“On the field we have just got-

ten started and we’re getting to
see which of our girls are practice
players and which aren’t,” Thees
said. “Luckily, we’re going to play
some fall games, so I’ll be able to
tell which of my players are ‘gamers’ and who maybe needs to
tighten up a little bit.”
Highlighting the fall season is
a home Oct. 1 matchup with the
National Pro Fastpitch All-Star
team as part of the NPF “Back to
School – College Tour.”
“It’s always good to go against
the NPF All-Stars because you’re
talking about not just the best
players around you, but the best
players in the world are on this
team,” Thees said. “These are the
girls that are the best of the best.
“What I hope our kids get is
that they are playing the best and
to compete every single pitch no
matter what. Also to learn from
them and their demeanor and
how they carry themselves.”
The Ole Miss softball team will
open fall play Sept. 23 with a doubleheader against Volunteer State
Community College in Oxford at
the Ole Miss Softball Complex.
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CBS Sports’ Bruce Feldman weighs in on Ole Miss
The Daily Mississippian sports editor Austin Miller recently spoke over the phone with CBS Sports senior college football columnist Bruce Feldman, who covered head coach
Ed Orgeron in his book “Meat Market,” leading up to National Signing Day 2007. Feldman weighs in on the loss to Vanderbilt and the overall state of the Ole Miss
football program this year and going forward.
Austin Miller: What is the
outside, the national perception after the loss to Vanderbilt on Saturday?
Bruce Feldman: To me, the most
surprising thing about it is you just
don’t see Vanderbilt dominating
another SEC team the way they
did that game. That’s the biggest
thing. I don’t know how much
that’s a reflection of the new
coaching staff at Vandy or the
state of Ole Miss at this point.
The way Vandy ran it down
their throats and the way Ole
Miss couldn’t run it. It was a 30-0
game, a 4-touchdown game for
a long time — those things got
people’s attention.
The start they have gotten off
to is so bad. It seems like the program has lost all momentum – the
way they showed up in the Vanderbilt game. Maybe they will
turn it around, come back and
play great against Georgia and
get a win, and people will cool
down. If they lose to Georgia at
home, that schedule is so heavy on
the back end, that they may have
a hard time winning four games
this year.
AM: What are your expectations and predictions for
the Ole Miss football program going forward?
BF: Last year was a bad year.

This year is starting off very bad.
The thing that has been really
hard is if you can’t get it to even
5-7 and you have a 4-win season,
coming off last season. You just
don’t see other SEC schools get
beaten as soundly as they did by
Vanderbilt.
If they lost that way to Florida,
LSU or even Arkansas or even
South Carolina – people look at it
like it’s a top 25 team, but Vandy
has won four games in the last two
years. And I think that’s a red flag.
Then you look at Houston Nutt’s
reaction – it’s just very dire.
I don’t know what’s going to
come out of this. I don’t know if
you can rally or not. If he doesn’t,
I can see them feeling like they
have to make a change. It’s very
hard to recruit after year four
when you have a 3-win or 4-win
season, coming off a 4-8 season
in year three. I know he has the
big buyout, and I know money is
never easy at a lot of schools, especially there. It’s a tough decision.
AM: Where do you see the
problems with the Ole Miss
football team this year?
BF: They did not look like they
were responding at all Saturday.
They really came out flat. There
are some good players in there.
But I think that now you have
Nutt’s best recruiting class may

turn out to be this one. That’s an
unfortunate thing because you
are forced to kind of rely on these
freshmen in the SEC – that’s not
a good thing.
And they have quarterback issues, which if you can’t have at
least solid quarterback play, you’re
going to really struggle in the
SEC, especially if you don’t have
a real identity. They’re not very
good on defense at all. If you’re
not good on defense and you have
quarterback issues you’re looking
at, in the SEC, one of the worst
teams in the league. And I think
those are the biggest issues.
AM: What is the football
culture like at Ole Miss? How
does it compare to when you
followed and wrote about
the program under thenhead coach Ed Orgeron?
BF: Nutt was an ideal guy to
follow Orgeron, in that Orgeron
was so intense and so demanding.
Then you bring in a guy who lets
the players relax a little more. And
for all the people who were so frustrated with the Orgeron decision,
he did bring in a lot of talent.
Not that Houston Nutt didn’t
bring any good players, but I just
think once he started losing some
of the Orgeron recruits, there
has been a lag. Also, I think, going back to what I said earlier, is

that the relaxed, more free-willing
Houston Nutt personality that
was a good fit.
After a while, they need a different message to play because
sometimes that message kind of

— you lose that edge and then it
is completely gone. All of a sudden, you can have guys that are
not focused and just kind of lost.
Those are some of the things you
are seeing now.
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CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

Homes for Sale
Why rent when you can own
3BD/2.5BA Aspen Ridge $165,000
Lafayette Land Company. Call James
at (662)513-0011.
why rent when you can own
8 Davis Springs off Old Sardis Road
3BD/3BA SPACIOUS fenced backyard.
$105,000. Call James (662)513-0011

Condo for Sale
Soleil Condo 221 3 bedroom, 2 and
1/2 bath. Excellent condition! Price Reduced. 662-538-4840 or 662-316-0861.
Edinburgh Condo 2 Bedroom,
2 1/2 Bath. Half mile from campus.
$118,000.
Call Joe: 601-906-3131

Apartment for Rent
1,2,3 bedroom apts. available. 1 mile
from campus. www.liveatlexingtonpointeapts.com or call 662-281-0402.

House for Rent
3BDR/3BA house 8 Davis Springs.
$1100 a month; WSG included. Call
James R. Davis at (662)513-0011.

Weekend Rental
Weekend Rental 2BR/1BA apartment 0.1 mile from square. $700 a
weekend. Call Drew. (662)801-1747
Moon Shine Lake Ranch Retreat. Football weekends, any time.
3 bedroom ranch house, $600 (football
weekend rate). check other accommodations. Fishing lake. 30 minutes
from Oxford. 662 333 9419 www.moonshinelake.com (662)333-9419

FOOTBALL RENTAL 2BR/2BA Condo
1 mile from campus. $400 a weekend
(662)801-5823
Weekend Rental 2BR/1BA apartment 0.1 mile from square. $700 a
weekend. Call Drew. (662)801-1747
not just football rentals
Weekends and more! NEW AVAILABILITY ALL GAMES. LOWER PRICING
BYU AND SOUTHERN ILLINOIS! Event
weekend availability/ pricing online.
Check with Kay for other dates. www.
oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

Health & Fitness
September Student Special!!
Full Body Massage $50 Upper Body
Massage $30 (mention ad) www. TherapeuticBliss.com (662)234-3400

Miscellaneous
PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Information on Abortion Effects, Parenting
and Adoption. All services are free and
confidential. wwwpregnancyoxford.com
(662)234-4414
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The
DM
WATCH Online
NEWS
HAPPEN .COM

********BARTENDING************ Make
Up to $250/ Day.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. 1-800-965-6520 ext155
$10-$20 /hr Immediate openings for 20
delivery drivers, cash paid daily, must be
18 years old, safe driving record, proof
of insurance, and valid driver’s license.
Apply in person.
Domino’s Pizza
1603 West Jackson Ave. (662)2374666

Business
iPhone & laptop repair

FREE Diagnosis!! PC & Mac--Same
Day Virus Removal--All Work Guaranteed--Oxford’s #1 Computer Shop 662.236.5670 - 1501 W Jackson Ave

Part-time
studentpayouts.com Paid Survey
Takers Needed In Oxford. 100% FREE
To Join! Click On Surveys.

NewsWatch Ch. 99
Streams a
Live Broadcast
at 5:30 to 6:00 P.M. Monday
through Friday.

Go to theDMonline.com

and click ‘NEWSWATCH LIVE’

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

theDMonline.com
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Pomeranz off to stellar start in the majors
BY DAVID COLLIER
dlcollie@olemiss.edu

The past month and a half
for former Ole Miss standout
pitcher Drew Pomeranz has
been hectic, to say the least.
Despite the added stress, he
made his major league debut
in professional baseball.
Pomeranz, who was drafted
in the 2010 Major League
Baseball draft as the fifth overall pick by the Cleveland Indians, spent most of the 2011
season in the Indians’ minor
league system.
However, a mid-season
trade changed everything for
the Collierville, Tenn., native.
A major league rule not allowing a player to be traded in
his first year after being drafted meant that Pomeranz was
the infamous “player to be
named later” in a blockbuster
trade deadline deal between
the Indians and the Colorado
Rockies, who traded away ace
pitcher Ubaldo Jimenez to
land Pomeranz.
“I’m really happy to be with
the Rockies,” Pomeranz said.
“Who knows where I would be
right now if I was still with the
Indians. It was a great situation for me coming over here.
“It doesn’t matter where you
are; you still gotta do what you
gotta do. I went out there, and
that’s what I did. So I’m in a
good spot right now.”
Pomeranz was finally able
to join the Rockies’ Double-A
Tulsa Drillers in August, but
he didn’t have long to enjoy
his new home. The southpaw
found out he had to have an
emergency
appendectomy
that many thought would end
his 2011 season.
“I didn’t really know what
to think at first when they told
me,” he said.
“I heard different things
about guys that were playing and had to have appendectomies and how fast they
bounced back. I walked out of
there the very next day after
it all happened, so I was pretty confident that I would be
back. I was pretty determined
to get back out on the field because I wasn’t about to let that
stop me.”
When Pomeranz recovered
from the surgery, he wasn’t
sure what was going to happen, but after throwing just
three innings in a start with
the Drillers, word came that
he was getting called up to
Colorado to make his major
league debut. It was a dream
come true for the lefty.
“I kind of knew it was coming,” he said.
“When I initially got traded,
they kind of told me that was
going to happen. After having
the appendectomy, it made me
think a little different.
“I kind of had mixed feelings about what they were go-

PHOTO COURTESY RYAN MCKEE/RICH CLARKSON ASSOCIATES

Former Ole Miss and current Colorado Rockies left-hander Drew Pomeranz pitches in his
major league debut against the Cincinnati Reds on September 11. Pomeranz, who is 1-0
with a 1.69 ERA, makes his third start Thursday in Houston.

ing to do with me, but after
they told me I was going to
get a few starts up here at the
end of the season, I was really
excited about it.”
Pomeranz fulfilled that
dream on the 10th anniversary of Sept. 11 in his debut
against the Cincinnati Reds.
He was more than impressive
in his first outing in the big
leagues, going five innings and
giving up no runs on just two
hits with two strikeouts as he
earned his first career win.
“It was pretty cool –– I’ve
had such a crazy last month,”
Pomeran.
“I’ve been eager to get out
there and pitch anywhere.
It was pretty cool to get out
there in my first big-league
game. I had some friends and
family there. Just being in the
big leagues is an awesome
feeling — to actually achieve
that goal.”
Pomeranz made his second
start this past Saturday and
continued to impress. In this
outing, he pitched 5.2 innings,
where he gave up two earned
runs on four hits with five
strikeouts, earning a no decision.
His new teammate, former Ole Miss outfielder Seth
Smith, has also been impressed with how Pomeranz
has pitched so far.
“He’s been really good,”
Smith said. “It’s tough to
come to the big leagues and

have success from the start,
and he’s done that.
“And definitely if he keeps
pitching the way he’s been
pitching, he’ll be a key guy for
us going forward. So hopefully he can keep it rolling into
spring training and into April
next year.”
Smith also said it has been
fun to see and play a lot of
former Rebels who are making their way in the majors.
“I think it’s good for Ole
Miss more than anything,” he
said.
“Before we had maybe one
or two guys in the big leagues,
but now we have a handful of
guys around the league.
“It’s fun to get to see them
when you play them and have
your little fraternity of players
in the big leagues that have
Ole Miss in common.”
And for Pomeranz, he hopes
to stay in that fraternity when
the 2012 Major League Baseball season rolls around.
“I would assume that I
would probably be up here
next year, but they don’t tell
us much, Pomeranz said. “I
just go out there now and try
to prove that I’m ready to do
that next year.”
If his first two major league
starts are any indication, Pomeranz, who is making his
third start tonight against the
Houston Astros, will have a
long and successful career in
the majors.
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SEC Football Power Poll: Week 4
BY AUSTIN MILLER
thedmsports@gmail.com

4. South Carolina (3-0, 1-0
SEC, 4th last week):

1. LSU (3-0, 1-0 SEC, 1st
last week):

A balanced offense and dominant defense led the way for the
Tigers in a 19-6 win Thursday
night at Mississippi State. Senior
quarterback Jarrett Lee shined in
the spotlight and completed 21
of 27 passes for 213 yards and
a touchdown. Sophomore running backs Spencer Ware and
Michael Ford ran for a combined
157 yards on 35 carries. The defense limited Mississippi State to
two field goals and just 193 yards
of total offense. The defense also
got after quarterback Chris Relf
throughout and held running
back Vick Ballard to 38 yards on
10 carries. For the second time
this season, LSU is part of the
ESPN College GameDay and
ABC Primetime game of the
week.
This week: at West Virginia, 7
p.m., ESPN

The Gamecocks were tested
for the second-straight week and
came away with a 24-21 win
over Navy. Sophomore Marcus
Lattimore was the workhorse
of the offense, carrying the ball
37 times for a career-high 256
yards and tied a career high with
three touchdowns, including the
game-winning score from seven
yards out early in the fourth
quarter. Senior quarterback Stephen Garcia was solid, completing 18 of 25 passes for 204 yards.
The Midshipman option attack
challenged the defense with 274
yards on the ground, but the
Gamecocks’ defense held strong
on the game’s final drive.
This week: Vanderbilt (3-0, 1-0
SEC), 6 p.m., ESPN2
5. Florida (3-0, 1-0 SEC,
5th last week):

7. Mississippi State
(1-2, 0-2 SEC, 7th last
week):

Just as the defense struggled against Auburn, the offense struggled against LSU
in a 19-6 loss Thursday
night. Under head coach
Dan Mullen, the Bulldogs
are now 2-10 against the
SEC West, with both wins
coming against Ole Miss.
Senior running back Vick
Ballard could not find any
running lanes, struggling
to 38 yards on 10 carries.
Senior quarterback Chris
Relf, who started 9-for-11
for 78 in the first half, was
just 2-for-6 for 18 yards in
the second half and was
benched for sophomore Tyler Russell late in the game.
This week: Louisiana Tech
(1-2), 6 p.m., ESPNU
8. Tennessee (2-1, 0-1
SEC, 8th last week):

10. Vanderbilt (3-0, 1-0
SEC, 10th last week):

The Commodores ride the
momentum of a 30-7 rout of
Ole Miss into their first road
game and first true test this
season at South Carolina.
On offense, senior quarterback Larry Smith managed
the game, completing 13 of
20 passes for 103 yards, and
junior running back Zac Stacy ran for a career-high 169
yards on 11 carries in the win.
On the other side of the ball,
the defense continued to force
turnovers and score points,
returning an interception 52
yards for a touchdown Saturday.
This week: at South Carolina (30, 1-0 SEC), 6:00 p.m., ESPN2
11. Kentucky (2-1, 0-0
SEC, 12th last week):

2. Alabama (3-0, 0-0 SEC,
2nd last week):

The Crimson Tide rolled to a
41-0 shutout of North Texas Saturday, the team’s first shutout since
2009. Junior running back Trent
Richardson had another great
game, going for 167 yards and three
touchdowns on only 11 carries, including a 71-yard touchdown run.
Sophomore Eddie Lacy was just as
impressive, going for 161 yards and
two touchdowns on nine carries,
including a 67-yard touchdown. It
was the first time in program history the team had two 150-yard
rushers in the same game.
This week: Arkansas (3-0), 2:30
p.m., CBS
3. Arkansas (3-0, 0-0 SEC,
3rd last week):

The Razorbacks jumped out
to a 24-0 lead on the Trojans of
Troy and held on for the 38-28
win Saturday. With senior wide
receivers Jarius Wright and Greg
Childs out, fellow senior wide
receiver Joe Adams stepped up
with eight catches for 109 yards,
including a 56-yard touchdown in the fourth quarter. Junior quarterback Tyler Wilson
bombed away for 303 passing
yards and two touchdowns,
while junior running back Ronnie Wingo Jr. rushed for a careerhigh 109 yards.
This week: at Alabama (3-0),
2:30 p.m., CBS

Senior running back Chris
Rainey carried the load on the
ground and through the air,
and the Gators passed their
first true test of the season,
hanging on for a 33-23 win
over Tennessee. Rainey was
the leading rusher (21 carries
for 108 yards) and receiver
(2 catches for 104 yards), including a 83-yard touchdown
catch in the third quarter to
put Florida up 30-7. Senior
quarterback John Brantley
made enough plays through
the air, passing for 213 yards
and two touchdowns.
This week: at Kentucky (2-1),
6 p.m., ESPN
6. Auburn (2-1, 1-0 SEC,
6th last week):

Up 14-0 in the first quarter
in Clemson’s “Death Valley,”
it looked like Auburn was on
its way to its first signature
win of the season. It was not
to be, and in a reversal of fortunes from last year, Clemson
won going away 38-24. Clemson sophomore quarterback
Tajh Boyd threw for 386 yards
and four touchdowns, and the
running game racked up 238
yards on the ground. The 17game winning streak is over,
and Auburn now looks to fix
the defense ahead of a brutal
October schedule.
This week: Florida Atlantic (02), 6 p.m., Fox Sports Net

The Volunteers could not
find the answer for Florida
running back Chris Rainey on
defense and came up short, 3323, in “The Swamp.” Down
16-0 in the second quarter,
sophomore quarterback Tyler
Bray rallied the offense with
288 yards and three touchdowns for the game. However,
he also threw two interceptions, sophomore leading receiver Justin Hunter left the
game with a knee injury and
the running game struggled to
negative yards on the ground.
This week: Bye, Next week: Buffalo (1-2), 11:30 a.m., CSS

Junior quarterback Morgan Newton had his best
game of the season, throwing for 255 yards and two
touchdowns, but the Wildcats fell short to Louisville
24-17 Saturday. On the
ground, the Wildcats’ offense stalled, gaining only
35 yards on 32 carries. Louisville, meanwhile, racked
up 181 yards on 40 carries to set up three passing
touchdowns for the Cardinals.
This week: Florida (3-0, 1-0
SEC), 6 p.m., ESPN

9. Georgia (1-2, 0-1
SEC, 9th last week):

12. Ole Miss (1-2, 0-1
SEC, 11th last week):

The Bulldogs got a muchneeded win, routing Coastal
Carolina 59-0. Sophomore
quarterback Aaron Murray, who barely played the
second half, was 18-of-26
passing for 188 yards. Freshman sensation Isaiah Crowell continued to lead the
ground attack with 86 yards
on 16 carries, while junior
backup running back Carlton Thomas added 71 yards
on 15 carries. The defense,
beaten up with injuries, held
the Chanticleers to 112 total
yards.
This week: at Ole Miss (1-2,
0-1 SEC), 11:21 a.m., SEC
Network

Ole Miss was dominated in
a 30-7 loss at Vanderbilt Saturday. The Commodores piled
up 387 yards of total offense,
including 281 yards on the
ground, and the Rebels, outside of senior defensive end
Wayne Dorsey, could not generate a pass rush. The Rebels
gained only 85 yards on the
ground, and junior quarterback Zack Stoudt was under
constant pressure and threw
five interceptions. It’s another must-win game this week
against Georgia, a team very
much in the same situation as
Ole Miss.
This week: Georgia (1-2, 0-1
SEC), 11:21 a.m., SEC Network

sports briefs
Rebel Recruiting
Class Ranked Third
Nationally By
Collegiate Baseball
The Ole Miss baseball program welcomed the highestranked recruiting class in the
program’s history to campus this
fall with the most recent influx of
talent ranked third nationally by
Collegiate Baseball, the publication announced on Tuesday.
The Rebels signed 16 players this past off-season with 12
freshmen and four junior college
transfers arriving on campus. Included in that group were nine
players drafted this past June
in the Major League Baseball
draft.
Ole Miss is in the middle of
fall practice currently with the
new players integrating with the
returning players from last year’s
team in preparation for the 2012
season. The Rebels will open the
2011 season on February 17 with
a 3-game series at TCU.

Logan Waites Nabs
SEC Weekly Honor
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —
Fresh off her second straight
victory to open the 2011 season, Ole Miss senior Logan
Waites has been named the
Southeastern Conference CoWomen’s Cross Country Runner of the Week, the league
office announced Tuesday.
Waites, a senior from Hattiesburg, has produced backto-back individual titles in the
Rebels’ first two meets: the
Brooks Memphis Twilight
Classic and the Delaware Invitational.
This past Saturday in Newark, Del., she took first place
with a 6K time of 21:08.03,
helping the Rebel women to
their second straight team title
as well. With her performance,
Waites shattered the 5-year-old
course record at the challenging, hilly course by over 25 seconds. She also finished just 8
seconds off her personal-best
6K time set last year.
Waites and the Rebels will
be back in action on Oct. 1 at
the Greater Louisville Classic
in Louisville, Ky.

Rebel Rifle Targets
NCAA Championships
In 2012
Ole Miss rifle head coach
Valerie Boothe has plenty of
reasons to be excited. With a
strong group of shooters returning, led by senior Keely
Stankey and a talented group
of six sophomores, Boothe
has the Rebels aiming high as
the 2011-12 season kicks off
this Friday with the Ole Miss
Invitational at the Patricia C.
Lamar National Guard Readiness Center.
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Football News & Notes: Simplifying the offense
BY DAVID HENSON
dahenson@olemiss.edu

Lee makes changes
After taking Ole Miss nearly
two full games before their offense
saw the end zone for the first time
against a FBS opponent, the Rebels hit the playbook this week, but
this time to take out plays.
“I think we just cut out 30 percent of our plays and eliminated

one protection totally,” first-year
offensive coordinator David Lee
said after Tuesday’s practice.
“We have three protections going into this game, so our guys
know what to do. Hopefully our
receivers know where to line up.
We’re young out there and make
mistakes that young kids make.
We’re struggling with it and trying to make it simpler.”
While the coaching staff hopes

TODAY:
5 DOLLAR CHEESEBURGER AND
HALF OFF APPETIZERS 11-4 DOWNSTAIRS BAR ONLY

TONIGHT:

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT CATFISH

10 DOLLAR BOTTLES OF NAKED GRAPE WINE
EXTENDED HAPPY HOUR (3-9) UPSTAIRS BAR
AND (9-CLOSE) DOWNSTAIRS

PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY

that simplifying plays will help the
players better understand where
to line up and what to do, Lee is
afraid the reducing of the playbook will make the offense more
predictable and help defenses key
in on the Rebels’ offense.
“You have to worry about getting too simple,” he said. “When
you start bunching all the plays
together, that’s just what the Nick
Sabans of the world want you to
do. They want to bunch you up
and make it a 9-on-9 or 7-on-7
drill.
“You have to be careful that you
don’t get to predictable and not
have any creativity –– plays like a
misdirection that can come inside
or outside and fake off it.
“That’s what’s hard right now,”
he said. “Some of those things
we’d like to do, but we have to
make sure we know where to line
up, make sure we’re legal and not
get a penalty after the play.”
Morris in line for first career start
The coaching staff said after
Saturday’s loss to Vanderbilt that
they would look at every position
and evaluate to see if any changes need to be made. One of the
changes on offense appears to be
at left guard, where freshman offensive lineman Aaron Morris has

been working with the first team
this week.
“I’m just working hard trying to
get in there with them, just learning my plays so I can stay with
them,” Morris said of working
with the first-team offense.
Sophomore Patrick Junen
started the first three games at left
guard and remains in the mix,
along with senior Alex Washington, behind Morris and junior
Matt Hall at the guard positions.
“We haven’t given up on Patrick
Junen by any means,” Nutt said.
“We’re just trying to find the right
group, the right chemistry and all
those things.”
Brassell to focus on defense
After seeing majority of his
playing time at receiver through
the first two games, freshman
Nickolas Brassell saw the majority
of his snaps at cornerback Saturday, forcing a fumble and finishing with two pass breakups in the
game.
Although he had a great performance Saturday in his first game
at cornerback, Brassell said he still
has some things to work on and
improve.
“The biggest thing I needed to
work on defensively for me was
just being patient off the line,” he

PETRE THOMAS | The Daily Mississippian

Freshman wide receiver/defensive back Nickolas Brassell takes the handoff on an end around
for the first offensive play of the 2011 season.

said. “Just wait for the receiver to
come up and go get him.”
The coaching staff said Brassell
will still play both ways, only now
the majority of time will be seen
on the defensive side of the ball.
“I’m still going to do both,” he
said.
“You’ll see me out there on offense and defense. It’s just limited
plays on offense.”
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